PEARL DRUM ARTISTS

FOR AN INSTRUMENT CAPABLE OF EXPRESSING YOUR FINEST PERFORMANCE

ALWAYS SPECIFY

The Pearl drums are created with exacting care by people with experience, imagination and craftsmanship, in combination with the finest materials and up-to-date facilities. As a result, sound development of the Pearl drums has been further advanced, especially in the last year. Pearl's sound research has come up with much new knowledge, and many of its conclusions have been incorporated in the production process. Pearl drums gained the respect and the confidence of many top drummers around the world today.

PEARL EXCLUSIVE DRUM SHELL TYPES: WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?

• FIBER GLASS SHELL (F)
The Pearl fiber glass drum shell, the newest and most sensational discovery in modern drum construction, is a nonporous, nonaging, yet the strongest material impervious to moisture, and any normal abrasive action. It produces the most sensitive and brilliant sound with the perfect tonal response on all dynamics.

• SEAMLESS “CRYSTAL” SHELL (TP)
Pearl's exclusive seamless transparent drum shell, ever manufactured in the world, is a new patent product constructed with the most advanced technology and hand-finished. With the durability and explosive quality, the seamless Crystal Beat drum shell expands and develops a new tonal spectrum, and enhance the technical ability, the ultimate of performance.

• MAPLE SHELL (M)
Layers of pure maple are laminated to form a rock hard shell which projects exceptionally well, soft warm and woody sound that lasts. The sound peculiar to the choice grade hard rock maple has the tonal characteristics equal to none. Lacquer finished inside for live sound.

• ARTIST SHELL (FW)
The shell is a special design developed by Pearl craftsmen of the exclusive processing techniques that enable the woodshell laminated with fiber glass to enable greater internal vibratory response, thus providing one of the most sensitive and brilliant sounding instrument made today.

• PRESENT’S SHELL (PH)
Layers of phenolic are hard wrapped around precision molds to produce a shell of uniform thickness. This process produces perfect circle shells of non-warping phenolic with exceptionally smooth inner surface for a new vibrancy in tone. The brilliant sound is alive, taking on new dimensions.

• DYMIC SHELL (W)
The Pearl advanced processing technique developed the new concept of dynamic wood shell finished inside with an exclusive lacquer for added resonance and response.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

• Tom Tom Holder
Adjustable in height and to any angle, and positive locking system with simple adjustment.

• Multiples Tom Holder Base
Designed for multiple use of Tom-Tom Holder and Melodic Tom Holder, a special designation by the drummer. Sturdy fixings.

• Pearl Exclusive Nylon Bushings
Special care to protect the hardware from slipping, rattling or hanging at the set position. This is extremely important for smoother and quieter sound.

• Bass Drum Spurt
The single push pull release provides for a quick detachment of drum, ensuring a rigid control against bass drum movement.

• Bass Drum Hoop (I)
Extremely strong Presid- dant bass drum hoop fits to and helps project the wood sound of maple shells.

• Bass Drum Hoop (I)
Perfect sphere and fully flanged die cast counter hoop produces the most effective sound and the rim shot.

PEARL DRUM COLOR FINISHES

- No. 15 Satin Silver
- No. 16 Satin Gold
- No. 17 Satin Blue
- No. 18 Satin Red
- No. 19 New Marine Pearl
- No. 20 Silver Ripple Pearl
- No. 31 Jet Black
- No. 33 Snow White
- No. 34 Hair Line Silver
- No. 35 Hair Line Gold
- No. 36 Hair Line Blue
- No. 37 Hair Line Red
- No. 40 Hair Line Black
- No. 41 Hair Line White
- No. 38 Chrome Metal

* The Finishes available extra.
SOUND VENTURE MK-II

The sound of drum on the stage ventures and leads the hard rock band and the big band to the most sophisticated versatility. The two bass drums coupled with the two floor toms-toms project the total art of the drummer.

- **326W OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 26" Bass Drum x 2
  - 9" x 13" Tom Tom
  - 10" x 14" Tom Tom
  - 16" x 16" Floor Tom
  - 16" x 18" Floor Tom
  - 6½" x 14" 4914 Jupiter Snare Drum

- Available Shells:
  - "FIBER GLASS"
  - "PRESIDENT"

- **324W OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 24" Bass Drum x 2
  - 9" x 13" Tom Tom
  - 10" x 14" Tom Tom
  - 16" x 16" Floor Tom
  - 16" x 18" Floor Tom

- Available Shells:
  - "FIBER GLASS"
  - "PRESIDENT" / "FIBER WOOD" / "DYNAMIC"

6½" x 14" 4914 Jupiter Snare Drum

OUTFIT SHOWN: F-324W... SOUN... VENTURE MK-II "FIBERGLASS" in Chrome Metal.

SOUND VENTURE

The drummer who demands the absolute in his outfit. The SOUND VENTURE offers a full range of sounds to provide the exciting pulse for today's "aware" music.

- **326 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 26" Bass Drum
  - 9" x 13" Tom Tom
  - 10" x 14" Tom Tom
  - 16" x 16" Floor Tom
  - 16" x 18" Floor Tom
  - 6½" x 14" 4914 Jupiter Snare Drum

- Available Shells:
  - "FIBER GLASS"
  - "PRESIDENT"

- **324 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 24" Bass Drum
  - 9" x 13" Tom Tom
  - 10" x 14" Tom Tom
  - 16" x 16" Floor Tom
  - 16" x 18" Floor Tom

- Available Shells:
  - "FIBER GLASS"
  - "PRESIDENT" / "FIBER WOOD" / "DYNAMIC"

6½" x 14" 4914 Jupiter Snare Drum

OUTFIT SHOWN: F-324... SOUN... VENTURE "FIBERGLASS" in Chrome Metal.
**DYNA-FAMILY**

Here is the today's drum outfit made by entirely new concept for both most discriminating professional studio and rock drummers. The DYNA-FAMILY offers superb tonal versatility and built-in quality. This outfit includes the EIGHT-BROTHERS melodic toms which can be tuned to play an entire melodic line, and two specially designed holders and stands that offer complete height and angle adjustment for tom toms.

- **124 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 24"
  - 6" x 16"
  - 10" x 18"
  - 16" x 18" Floor Tom
  - 5" x 14" 4814 Jupiter Snare Drum

- **122 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 22"
  - 6" x 16"
  - 10" x 16"
  - 16" x 18" Floor Tom
  - 5" x 14" 4814 Jupiter Snare Drum

- **120 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 20"
  - Bass Drum x 2
  - 6" ~ 16" Eight Brothers
  - 16" x 18" Floor Tom
  - 5" x 14" 4814 Jupiter Snare Drum

*Available Shells: "FIBER GLASS" "PRESIDENT" "FIBER WOOD" "DYNAMIC"* 

*Available Shells for Eight-Brothers: "FIBER GLASS" "PRESIDENT" only.*

---

**FULL-DIMENSION**

The OUTFIT has really captured the imagination of today's modern "Rock" drummer FOUR-ELODER BROTHERS' melodic tom toms, ranging in size from 13" to 16", offer the ultimate in tonal combinations.

- **224 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 24"
  - Bass Drum
  - 13", 14", Melodic Tom Toms
  - 16", 16" Floor Tom
  - 5" x 14" 4814 Jupiter Snare Drum

*Available Shells: "FIBER GLASS" "PRESIDENT" "FIBER WOOD" "DYNAMIC"*

*Available Shells for Melodic Tom Toms: "FIBER GLASS", "PRESIDENT" only.*

- **222 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 22"
  - Bass Drum
  - 13", 14", Melodic Tom Toms
  - 16", 16" Floor Tom
  - 5" x 14" 4814 Jupiter Snare Drum

- **220 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 20"
  - Bass Drum
  - 13", 14", Melodic Tom Toms
  - 16", 16" Floor Tom
  - 5" x 14" 4814 Jupiter Snare Drum

*Available Shells: "FIBER GLASS" "PRESIDENT" "FIBER WOOD" "DYNAMIC"*

*Available Shells for Melodic Tom Toms: "FIBER GLASS", "PRESIDENT" only.*

Outfit Shown: F-122 . . . . . . DYNA-FAMILY "FIBERGLASS" in Silver Ripple Pearl.

Outfit Shown: F-222 . . . . FULL DIMENSION "FIBERGLASS" in Silver Ripple Pearl.
rock'n Roller Custom

Typical to the rock drummers who play the melodic tom-toms most effectively with the most elegant techniques fully demonstrated.

- 626 Outfit
  14" x 24" Bass Drum
  8" & 10" Melodic Tom Toms
  9" x 13" Tom Tom
  10" x 14" Tom Tom
  16" x 18" Floor Tom
  5" x 14" 4184 Jupiter Snare Drum

- 622 Outfit
  14" x 22" Bass Drum
  8" & 10" Melodic Tom Toms
  8" x 12" Tom Tom
  9" x 13" Tom Tom
  16" x 16" Floor Tom
  5" x 14" 4184 Jupiter Snare Drum

- 620 Outfit
  14" x 20" Bass Drum
  8" & 10" Melodic Tom Toms
  8" x 12" Tom Tom
  9" x 13" Tom Tom
  16" x 16" Floor Tom
  5" x 14" 4184 Jupiter Snare Drum

*Available Shells: "FIBER GLASS"
"PRESIDENT" "FIBER WOOD"
"DYNAMIC"

Power-Mate

Modern design and unexcelled craftsmanship make it the ideal outfit for stage band, rock'n roll or combo use. Handsomely styled to make your drums the center of attraction.

- 424 Outfit
  14" x 24" Bass Drum
  9" x 13" Tom Tom
  10" x 14" Tom Tom
  16" x 18" Floor Tom
  5" x 14" 4184 Jupiter Snare Drum

- 422 Outfit
  14" x 22" Bass Drum
  8" x 12" Tom Tom
  9" x 13" Tom Tom
  16" x 16" Floor Tom
  5" x 14" 4184 Jupiter Snare Drum

*Available Shells: "FIBER GLASS"
"PRESIDENT" "FIBER WOOD"
"DYNAMIC"

Image-Creator

The Image-Creator most widely used throughout the world today. It took Pearl with creative design and advance styling to develop the ultimate outfit for today's modern drummer.

- 522 Outfit
  14" x 22" Bass Drum
  9" x 13" Tom Tom
  10" x 16" Floor Tom
  5" x 14" 4214 Snare Drum

- 520 Outfit
  14" x 20" Bass Drum
  8" x 12" Tom Tom
  14" x 14" Floor Tom
  5" x 14" 4214 Snare Drum

*Available Shells: "FIBER GLASS"
"PRESIDENT" "FIBER WOOD"
"DYNAMIC"
**GIANT-STEP**

Unbeatable maple wood sound is represented in this outfit. There is a certain warmth that rounds off the end of the top end of the frequency response and for controlled drumming in a low volume situation, they are often hard to beat.

- **G-722 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 22" Bass Drum
  - 8" x 12" Tom Tom
  - 9" x 13" Tom Tom
  - 16" x 16" Floor Tom
  - 6½" x 14" G-314D Maple Snare Drum

- **G-718 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 18" Bass Drum
  - 8" x 12" Tom Tom
  - 9" x 13" Tom Tom
  - 14" x 14" Floor Tom
  - 6½" x 14" G-314D Maple Snare Drum

**CRYSTAL-BEAT**

Pearl's Transparent Drum Outfit is a new patent product constructed of a single piece stainless acrylic shell perfectly processed with the most advanced techniques and hand-finished. With the dynamic, clean, crisp and clear sound, its stage appearance is a beautiful perfection of the drum outfit.

- **TP-822 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 22" Bass Drum
  - 8" x 12" Tom Tom
  - 9" x 13" Tom Tom
  - 16" x 16" Floor Tom
  - 5" x 14" TP-314 Snare Drum

- **TP-820 OUTFIT**
  - 14" x 20" Bass Drum
  - 8" x 12" Tom Tom
  - 9" x 13" Tom Tom
  - 14" x 14" Floor Tom
  - 5" x 14" TP-314 Snare Drum

*Available Shell Colors: CLEAR, RED, BLUE, YELLOW

Outfit Shown: TP-822 . . . . . . CRYSTAL BEAT "CRYSTAL" in Crystal Clear.
SNARE DRUMS

JUPITER SNARE DRUM
- 4914 6½"x14" Equipped with Parallel action strainer, 10 tension, Brass shell
- 4914DC *with die cast counter hoops
- 4814 5"x14" Equipped with Parallel action strainer, 10 tension, Brass shell
- 4814DC *with die cast counter hoops

Die cast counter hoop available extra on 10-tension metal snare drums.

CUSTOM SNARE DRUM
- 4214D 6½"x14" 10 tension, Brass shell
- 4214 5"x14" 10 tension, Brass shell

FIBER GLASS SNARE DRUM
- F-314D 6½"x14" 10 tension, Fiber glass shell
- F-314 5"x14" 10 tension, Fiber glass shell

MAPLE SNARE DRUM
- G-314D 6½"x14" 10 tension, Maple shell
- G-314 5"x14" 10 tension, Maple shell

CRYSTAL SNARE DRUM
- TP-314 5"x14" 10 tension, Transparent
  *Available Colors: Clear, Red, Blue, or Yellow

DELUXE SNARE DRUM
- TT-314 5"x14" 10 tension

EIGHT BROTHERS

MELODIC TOM TOMS WITH 813 EIGHT BROTHERS STAND
- 06... 5½"x6"  
- 08... 5½"x8"  
- 10... 6½"x10"  
- 12... 8"x12"  
  *Available Shells: TRANSPARENT
- 13... 9"x13"  
- 14... 10"x14"  
- 16... 12"x15"  
- 18... 14"x16"  
  *FIBER GLASS" "PRESIDENT"

LATIN AMERICAN DRUMS

FIBER GLASS CONGA DRUMS
- 212F 12" dia. x 28" deep (with Legs or Stand)
- 211F 11" dia. x 28" deep (with Legs or Stand)
- 210F 10" dia. x 28" deep (with Legs or Stand)
  *Available in choice of color Black or White.

CRYSTAL EIGHT BROTHERS

LATIN-TIMBALES

MELODIC TOM TOMS WITH 813 EIGHT BROTHERS STAND
- TP-06... 5½"x6"  
- TP-08... 5½"x8"  
- TP-10... 6½"x10"  
- TP-12... 8"x12"  
  *Available Shell Colors: "Clear, Red, Blue, or Yellow"
- TP-13... 9"x13"  
- TP-14A... 10"x14"  
- TP-14B... 12"x14"  
- TP-16... 14"x16"  

PHILIPINE TIMBALES
- TP-213 12" and 14" dia. x 6½" deep with Tilting stand (PRESIDENT SHELLS)
HEAVY-DUTY STANDS
GONGS

CYMBAL STANDS
- 8038D CYMBAL 800M STAND, DOUBLE BRACED LEGS
- 8039S CYMBAL 1200M STAND, SINGLE BRACED LEGS
- 803H CYMBAL HIGH SINGLE STAND
- 803 PROFESSIONAL CYMBAL STAND

HI-HAT STAND
- 800 PROFESSIONAL MODEL

EIGHT BROTHERS STAND
- 813D DOUBLE BRACED LEGS
- PROFESSIONAL MODEL

TWIN TOM-TOM STAND
- 800 PROFESSIONAL MODEL

SNARE STAND
- 800 PROFESSIONAL MODEL

DRUM PEDAL
- 810 PROFESSIONAL MODEL

DRUMMER'S THRONE
- 850 PROFESSIONAL MODEL

PEARL EXCLUSIVE SYMPHONIC GONGS WITH STAND AND MALLET
G.22" x 22" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS
G.24" x 24" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS
G.26" x 26" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS
G.28" x 28" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS
G.30" x 30" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS
G.32" x 32" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS
G.34" x 34" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS
G.36" x 36" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS
G.40" x 40" DIAMETER WITH STAND MALLETS

HAND MADE DRUM STICKS
1A JAZZ MOD. 16" long
2A JAZZ MOD. 16/3/4" long
3A CONCERT MOD. 16" long
4A JAZZ MOD. 15/3/4" long
5A ROCK MOD. 15/3/4" long
6A JAZZ MOD. 15'5/8" long
7A POPULAR JAZZ MOD. 15/5/8" long
8A JAZZ MOD. 15/1/2" long
9A SUPER BALANCE MOD. 16" long
10A JAZZ MOD. 15/1/2" long
11A ROCK MOD. 15/3/4" long
12A JAZZ MOD. 16/2" long
13A JAZZ MOD. 15/7/8" long

NYLON TIP STICKS
1N JAZZ MOD. 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
2N DANCE OR CONCERT MOD. 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
3N DANCE OR CONCERT MOD. 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
4N SUPER BALANCE MODEL 15/3/4" dia x 16" long

DURALUMIN METAL PRACTICE STICKS
AL LIGHT WEIGHT 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
AM MEDIUM WEIGHT 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
AH HEAVY WEIGHT 15/3/4" dia x 16" long

HAND MADE HICKORY STICKS
7H POPULAR MOD. 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
9H SUPER BALANCE MOD. 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
11H ROCK MOD. 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
10H ROCK MOD. 15/3/4" dia x 16" long
10H JAZZ MOD. 15/3/4" dia x 15/1/2" long

PEARL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
1684 KOMA SASASHIRA SUZUMI-KU TOKYO JAPAN